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ABSTRACT 
Observations of the vertical and horizontal structure of motions near Bermuda have been made with 
two long-term moored arrays, one relatively far from a nd the other c lose to the island. Although not 
coincident in t ime, both arrays see horizontally coherent motions at I I freque ncy bands ra nging in period 
from 405 to 9.8 h. Only a peak a t 26. 1 h appears to be significant in the autospectra and , on several 
grounds, this is identified with the fundamental island-trapped mode (verticall y a nd azimuthally). 
Additional resonant subine rtial periods a re a t roughly 45, 54 and 90 h and these are vertical modes 
2. 3 or 4 a nd azimuthal modes I or 2 propagating clockwise. The superinertial modes have less internal 
consistency but appear to have higher o rde r vertical and azimuthal structures a nd both senses of azimuthal 
phase propagation. 
The subinertial vertical st ructure is modal and can be rationalized with baroclinic wave dynamics on 
a sloping bottom by defining an effective bottom depth as some reasonable average over the offshore 
decay scale. 
The subinertial motions are coherent with the surface wind stress and the phase between this forcing 
and the response changes by 180° across the trapped wave frequency bands consistent with a resonant 
system. The Q of the 26.1 h peak is at least 20 implying that d issipation has only a slight influence on 
the dynamics. 
1. Introduction 
The fact that wave energy can be trapped along 
coastlines has been known for many years and there 
is now a well-developed body of literature concern-
ing both the theory and observations. Theoretical 
studies range from the simplest homogeneous flat-
bottomed models to those which include coastline 
irregularities, offshore depth variations, stratifica-
tion and the earth's rotation . Three classes of 
trapped waves have been identified: 1) the c lassical 
Kelvin wave, a gravity wave forced to propagate 
with the . shoreline to its right (in the Northern 
Hemisphere); 2) edge waves with frequencies above 
the inertial which can travel in either direction and 
exist only when there are offshore depth variations ; 
and 3) quasi-geostrophic topographic waves with 
frequencies below the inertial which , like Kelvin 
waves , always propagate with the coast to their 
right. Reid ( 1958) has given a particularly illuminat-
ing study of the latter two classes in a homogeneous 
fluid of constant bottom slope, while there have 
been many elaborations attempting to include more 
reali stic bottom s lopes and stratification effects 
(e.g., Allen, 1975; Mysak, 1967, 1968; Wang and 
Mooers , 1976; Huthnance, 1975, 1978; Fuller and 
Mysak , 1977; Ou, 1979). 
Along infinite straight coasts the d ispersion rela-
tion for trapped waves is continuous so that the 
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most convincing evidence for their existence comes 
from studies of phase propagation as observed by 
simultaneous measurements at several locations 
such as those reported by Cutchin and Smith 
(1973) and Wang and Mooers (1977) for surface 
height data. 
When the shoreline is c losed either, for example, 
as in a lake or an island, waves with an integral 
number of wavelengths round the perimeter rein-
force themselves ; a resonant system which leads to 
a discrete spectrum exists as opposed to the con-
tinuous one in the straight coastline case. In the 
island geometry , only motions with frequencies 
below inertial are perfectly trapped while those 
above inertial radiate energy to infinity (Longuet-
Higgins , 1967, 1969), although Longuet-Higgins 
( 1967) has shown that these motions can be effec-
tively trapped by suitable offshore depth variations 
which refract outward propagating waves and guide 
them around the island. 
Spectral peaks and nonzero longshore phases in 
surface height observations have been reported by 
Longuet-Higgins (1967) and Summerfield (1969) in a 
superinertial band for Macquarie Island and by Mi-
yata and Groves (1968) and Longuet-Higgins (1971) 
for Oahu in a subinertial band. Wunsch (1972) 
has observed spectral peaks at a range of sub- and 
superinertial frequencies in time series of tempera-
ture from 550 m depth off Bermuda and identified 
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TABLE I. Vital statistics of the two Bermuda moored arrays. P = pressure, U = east component , 
V = north component , T = temperature. 
Record Bottom Instrument 
no. Location depth (m) depth (m) 
Far-field array 
553 1 31°46.9 ' N 4353 306 
5534 64°26.2'W 1005 
5535 1505 
5541 32°2 1.5'W 4774 314 
5544 65°27.0' W 1013 
5545 15 13 
555 1 32°59.0' N 4527 3 16 
5555 64°23.8' W 5 16 
5556 15 16 
Near-field array 
633 1 32°33.8' N 1795 795 
6332 64°44.7'W 1095 
6333 1395 
6334 1695 
6341 32°32.3' N 1096 396 
6342 64°44. 1' W 6% 
6343 996 
6351 32°22.4' N 1117 417 
6352 65•oo.9' W 717 
6353 1017 
them with internal Kelvin waves but , in this case, 
no longshore phase information was available. 
Herein we report on moored observations made 
near Bermuda in and below the main thermocline 
from two long-term current meter arrays. Observa-
tional methods and the treatment of the acquired 
data are described in the next section . The ob-
servations are presented in Section 3 and provide 
evidence for the existence of trapped internal waves 
at four subinertial and several superinertial fre-
quency bands . 
The theory of baroclinic Kelvin wave trapping 
around cylindrical islands is briefly reviewed in 
Section 4. It is shown that motions at the four 
subinertial frequencies are consistent with Kelvin 
waves if one takes the bottom depth to be some 
average depth over the waves' offshore decay scale. 
On this basis the first four vertical modes are 
suggested and in Section 5 this identification is 
shown to be in rough agreement with observations 
of the vertical structure. 
The question of generating mechanism is dis-
cussed in Section 6 and conclusions are given in 
Section 7. 
2. Methods 
a . Current meter arrays 
Two arrays have been deployed near Bermuda in 
recent years on a scale large enough to observe 
Dura tion 
Date set (days) Comments 
29 Apr 75 272 T, U, V 
272 T, U, V 
272 T only 
29 Apr 75 271 T, U, V 
27 1 T, U, V 
27 1 T only 
30 Apr 75 270 T, U, V 
270 T, U, V 
270 T only 
15 Nov77 384 P, T, no speeds 
384 T,U, V 
347 T, U, V, recorder 
malfunc tion 
384 T, U, V 
16 Nov 77 395 P, T 
395 T, U, V 
395 T,U, V 
17 Nov 77 394 P, T 
394 T, U, V 
394 T, no speeds 
trapped wave propagation around the island. Table 
I summarizes the vital stati stics of these moorings 
and Fig. I shows the ir positions . The earlier array , 
moorings 553- 555 (hencefo rth referred to as the far-
field array) , was deployed for nine months from 
% 
0555 33° 
32° 
CONTOIJRS IN ME TERS 
66° 65° 64° 
F10. I. Locations of fa r- and nea r-field a rrays and point 
measurements analyzed by Wunsch ( 1972) near Bermuda (553 -
555 , 633- 635 and W, respectively). 
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FIG. 2. Low-passed time series of temperature and horizontal velocity on moorings 555 (300 m) 
and 634 (700 m). For sta tistical analysis purposes the Iau er series we re truncated a t the time s hown in 
mid-November 1978 just prior to the arrival of a large-amplitude Gulf Stream Ring. 
April 1975 through January 1976 to monitor the low-
frequency flow field during an intensive shipboard 
program investigating mixing processes near the 
island. An unexpected result of this array was the 
identifica tion of spatiall y cohe rent motions a t certain 
discre te frequencies . Subsequently . in Nove mber 
1977 moorings 633-635 (henceforth , the near-fie ld 
array) were deployed c loser in to the is land in orde r 
to investigate the dynamics of these motions . This 
was recovered in December 1978 after nearly 14 
months exposure. 
There were in strume nt problems on both arrays. 
In addit ion to the 300, 1000 and 1500 m depth 
levels on the far-field a rray noted in Table I , in-
struments were also placed at 500 and 700 m but 
record lengths varied from a few months to full 
term in such a way that it was not possible to 
compute meaningful sta tistics e ither around the ar-
ray or between mooring pairs. At 1500 m corrosion 
eventually stopped all the rotors leaving only tem-
perature as useful information. On the near-field 
array two rotors were damaged and the cassette 
recorder jammed in the ins trument at 1400 m on 
633 after about 10 months . 
b. Time series methods 
Typical time series of current and temperature 
are shown in F ig. 2 for 300 m on 555 and 700 m 
on 634. For illustration these have been low-
passed by a Gaussian-shaped filter with a half-power 
point at 24 h (Schmitz , 1974). In the earlier record 
two or three low-frequency events occur which a re 
believed to be the passage of Gulf Stream Rings 
(Hogg et a/., 1978) . During the second experiment 
there is a s ingle large-amplitude disturbance near 
\ 
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TABLE 2. Coordinates of the moorings in two elliptical models 
of the island bathymetry. Model A is a subjective fit to the 1000 m 
isobath and model B is intended to represent the 2000 m isobath . 
The last column gives the angles through which the velocity 
vector has been rotated. 
Coordinate 
X )' v p rotation 
Mooring (km) (km) II (deg) (km) (deg) 
Model A, 1000 m isobath 
553 -8 - 61 1.9 - 97 19.5 - 140 
554 - 35 32 1.6 135 65 
555 68 25 2.0 20.9 - 20 
634 12 12 0.7 59.9 0 
635 - 12 13 0.7 119.3 50° 
Model B, 2000 m isobath 
553 4 -61 1.3 -86.8 36.7 - 140 
554 - 23 32 0.9 116.7 65 
555 80 25 1.5 19. 1 -20 
634 24 12 0.4 52.7 
635 0 13 0.3 90.0 
the very end of the record. These events un-
doubtedly introduce nonstationarity into the time 
series and, for that reason, the near-field array 
series have been truncated at the point shown in 
Fig. 2b- leaving a full year of available informa-
tion. No adjustments were made to the far-field 
array as the little information remaining would 
have large gaps. 
From this point the time series were low-pass 
filtered with a simple average over 3 h and then 
subsampled at 3 h intervals. Common time origins 
were established for each array and the series 
broken into overlapped pieces, typically 270 points 
long. From each piece the means were removed , 
the series prewhitened, Fourier transformed, piece 
averaged , recolored and hanned . [See Hunt (1977) 
for details of the WHOI algorithm.] Some experi-
menting was done with the parameters avai lable 
before deciding that the above prescription was the 
best compromise between the resolution require-
ments and statistical stability. 
c. Geometrical, angular separations 
Resonance occurs at certain discrete frequencies 
when an integral number of wavelengths circum-
scribe the island . For a circular island phase differ-
ences between any two azimuthally separated meas-
uring points will be quantized in integral mul-
tiples of that appropriate to the fundamental mode . 
Bermuda is more elliptical in shape than circular 
but we might expect azimuthal phases to be quan-
tized at roughly integral multiples of the funda-
mental. We can define an elliptic system with an 
angular coordinate u measured relative to the major 
axis and a radial coordinate v according to 
x = p coshu cos v, y = p sinh u sin v, 
x and y being Cartesian coordinates relative to the 
center of the ellipse with x along the major axis and 
pis a scale factor (see Morse and Feshbach, 1953). 
Even this geometry is not entirely appropriate to 
Bermuda for different isobaths have different ellip-
ticities. We have chosen to consider two extremes-
the 1000 m isobath surrounding just the island and 
the 2000 m isobath containing the two banks to the 
southwest as well. Angular separations between 
moorings and parameters computed from these two 
models are given in Table 2. Model B derived 
from the more elliptic geometry gives closer sepa-
rations between all moorings except 553 and 554. 
It is also convenient to investigate the velocity 
observations in the more natural curvilinear coor-
dinate system, tangent and perpendicular to the 
local isobath . All velocities have been rotated and 
decomposed into longshore and offshore com-
ponents. Rotation angles are given in Table 2 and 
are not exactly appropriate for either model A or 
B but lie somewhere in between. Errors in these 
rotation angles will introduce some inaccuracy to the 
intermooring phase determinations but this will 
generall y. be smaller than that due to random 
processes. 
3. Observations 
a. Autospectra 
Fig. 3 displays autospectra of longshore and off-
shore velocity components and temperature at 
1000 m depth from both the far and near fields. 
The velocity field is more or less isotropic in the 
fa r field but strongly a nisotropic in the near field 
with longshore currents dominating offshore by 
more than an order of magnitude at the lowest 
frequencie s and only approaching isotropy at the 
highest frequencies. Except for the inertial and 
semidiurnal tidal frequencies there are no significant 
peaks in the far field, while in the near field there 
exists a prominent peak in the vicinity of 26 h and 
evidence for another in the 50- 100 h range. 
The distribution of energy at the inertial frequency 
in the far field (22-23 h) is typical of the open ocean 
with a strong peak in the velocity field but not in 
the temperature implying quasi-horizontal motions. 
Close to the island the velocity peak is much sub-
dued in the longshore component, completely ab-
sent in the offshore component, but 9uite prominent 
in temperature. It appears that the island slope 
severely constrains the horizontal, c ircular motions 
and the adjustment forces water up and down 
slope giving rise to a temperature signal. A com-
plete discussion of the inertial peak is beyond the 
slope of the present investigation. 
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FIG. 4. Coherence amplitudes versus frequency for the three 
possible pairs in the far-field array at 1000 m depth. 
b. Azimuthal cross spectra 
Although there are no significant peaks in the 
far field autospectra outside the inertial and semi-
diurnal tidal bands there are a number of fre-
quency bands in which the azimuthal coherence 
amplitudes are significantly nonzero (95% level). For 
example , in F ig. 4 we show the coherence ampli-
tudes for temperature around the far-field array at 
1000 m depth. At the 95% level there are a number 
of periods of significant coherence some of which 
are common to more than one mooring pair. 
Of course, we would expect 5% of these peaks, 
on the average , to be derived from purely random 
variations, given a Gaussian process. What is 
needed is a measure of whether or not there is 
significant coherent energy around the array. Asso-
ciated with each coherence value Cu(wk), say, is a 
cumulative probability that the observed amplitude 
555 x553 
I v ( )dv =.05 
( 1,1,1) 
(1,1 ,0) 
[.,).>?1 ' ) !.V • 553x554 
I 
92.2%. CONFIDENCE LEVEL 
0 0 I D 
COHERENCE AMPLITUDE 
FIG. 5. Schematic view of the three-dimensional joint 
probability distribution fo r coherence amplitude at a single 
depth and for a single variable. The 95% level is approxi-
mated by having the mass of the octant equal to 0.05. This is 
satisfied by all three individual confidence levels being above 
50% and at least one above 92.2%. 
is a result of random variations which is given by 
Julian (1975) as 
Pu(Cu; wk) = [ I - C;/(wh.w-•. (1) 
where n is the effective number of pieces used 
to compute the cross-spectrum (0.95 x the number 
of pieces for the banning window). Treating each of 
the three pairs as an independent realization (the 
null hypothesis) then a three-dimensional joint 
probability distribution can be formed by taking the 
product of the three individual probabilities. We 
wish to find those events which have significantly 
nonzero coherence at all three pairs. Requiring 
the individual coherences to be all above the 95% 
level would be unduly restrictive. Instead, we have 
defined the test of significance to be satisfied by all 
points in the octant given by the individual cumu-
TABLE 3. Upper bounds on the j oint cumulative probability 
distributions. When any of the three-dimensionaljoint cumulative 
probabilities out of the seven possible fa ll below the values indi-
cated there is judged to be significantly nonzero joint coherence. 
99% 95% 
II I - a = (0.014/C.,7) 11" x 100 I - a = (0.078/C.,7) 11" x 100 
I 0.19 1.08 
2 2.5 6.0 
3 7.3 13.0 
4 16.0 26.2 
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lative probabilities each being < 0.50 and the integral 
over the volume of probability density space shown 
in Fig. 5 being 1 - a. For a close to unity the 
joint probability dens ity curves will be almost 
cubical and the volume integral over the inside of 
the cubical octant can be approximated by 
[fa Pu(Cu)dCij r = \18 - (I - a), 
c~~Y""r-
(2) 
where Co is the coherence amplitude correspond-
ing to the a confidence level. Significant joint 
cohe rence results when all three estimates events 
a re above the 50% confidence level a nd at least 
one has large e nough amplitude to satisfy (2). 1 
An example computation of the joint probability 
is shown in Fig. 6 for temperature at 300 and 1000 m 
in the far-field a rray with a ll those values not falling 
in the a ppropriate octant adjusted to one minus their 
computed probability . There are a number of jointly 
significant events a nd one would like a further ob-
jective way of combining the informa tion from the 
different variables and depths to make a n overall 
statement of significance . 
Recogniz ing that the dynamic processes will favor 
diffe rent varia bles at diffe rent depths we have 
searched for a way of making such a n overall 
assess ment of the seven resulting joint probability 
d istribution s at each estimate (two velocities a nd 
te mpe rature at 300 and 1000 m a nd temperature at 
1500 m) . Treati ng the m as independent, an uppe r 
bound on the proba bility that any n of the seven 
cumulative dis tributions will be above the a 
confidence leve l is given by 
Joint cumulative probabilities and octant number (7 
is the s ignificant octant and 4, 5 and 6 indicate 
one coherence amplitude is below the 50% level) 
are also given along with those individual coherence 
amplitude and phase estimates which are significant 
at the 95% confidence level. Phase errors a re 
estimated according to the formula given in Koop-
mans (1974). 
In T able 4 we have included one additio nal 
estimate , that centered at 54.0 h , which is close to 
being significant at the 95% level a nd appears more 
promine ntly in the near-field array . 
A joint cumulative probability distribution has 
also been computed for the near-field a rray through 
considering the azimuthal pairs of temperature 
cohe rences at the three common depths on moor-
ings 634 and 635 (top panel, Fig. 6). Here there are 
broad regions of the frequency doma in below the 
inertial a nd a number of estimates above which 
pass the significa nce test. From inspection of the 
vert ical s tructure of these motions (to be d iscussed 
below) we have found the periods 405 , 90.0, 54.0, 
42.6 and 26. I h to be representative of the sub-
inertial motions. The coherence information for 
these periods a nd those at superinertial frequen cies 
judged to be statistically s ignificant (excluding the 
12.4 tide and its ha rmonic) a re given in Table 5. 
It is noteworthy that practically all of these period s 
are common, o r a pproximately so , to both the near-
and far-field a rrays . The principa l exceptions a re the 
11 .7 and 8.3 h periods absent in the near-field 
a rray a nd the 7.0 , 7.5 a nd 7.6 h periods absent in 
the fa r-field array. None of this last g roup has 
individua l cohe re nces amplitudes which are s ignif-
icant at the 95% level, al though they do pass the 
P = 7! (7 - II) !n! ( I - a)u . (3) joint 95% confidence tes t. 
For P = 0.01 (99%) and 0.05 (95%), I - a for 
each 11 is given in Table 3. Those estimates are 
selected which have one or more of the seven 
c umulative joint distribut ions falling in the proper 
octant of three-dimensional probability space and 
have joint probabilities less than the critical ones 
indicated in Table 3. At the 99% level if only one 
of the seven is in the proper octant then its 
individua l confidence level must be at least 99.8% 
whereas if there a re two then each must be at least 
96.5% and so on. 
At the 95% s ignificance level there are some 10 
freque ncy ba nds (excl uding the 12.4 h tide and its 
harmo nic at 6.2 h) judged significant a nd these are 
listed in Table 4 . Four of these (405 , 45.0, 26.1 
and 11.7 h) a re a lso s ignificant at the 99% level. 
'The joint 95% (99%) confidence level. so defined. is equiva-
lent to an individual confidence level of 92.2% (98 .6%) and t he 
requirement tha t a ll three coherence a mplitudes be above the 
50% confidence level. 
Near-field cohe rence amplitudes a nd phases for 
temperature are shown in F ig . 7 for a ll the pos-
sible azimutha l pairs from moorings 634 and 635. 
Note the large number of s trongly coherent periods 
(especiall y 26. I h) and the posi tive phases generally 
measuring between 50° and 150° and indicat ing 
propagation from 635 to 634 clockwise round the 
island. 
c . A '-in111thal m ode nwnhers 
If the periods listed in Tables 4 and 5 are resonant 
pe riod s of trapped wave motion , then the measured 
phases s hould be roughly quantized a t integral 
multiples of the angular separations between the 
measuring sites given in Table 2. For the two 
e lliptical geometries the expected phases a re listed 
in Table 6 as a funct ion of azimutha l mode 
numbe r. In Tables 4 and 5 unde r the columns 
titled M we give computations of azimutha l mode 
number cons istent with the statistical e rro rs in the 
phase measure me nts and Table 6. There a re a n 
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TABLE 4 . Coherent and phase information for the far-field array with estimated azimuthal mode number (M) and computed 
geomet rical angular separations. Where the phase is positive the first mooring lags the second . Also given are the joint cumulative 
probabil ities and the octant of three-dimensiona l probability space (seven is the significant octant where a ll three values are above the 
50% level) . The weighted average angular sepa ration is computed by the manner given in Appendix A. n. s . indicates not significant. * 
Period Depth Vari-
(h) (m) :mce 
405 
8 1.0 
54.0 
45.0 
26. 1 
18.4 
14.2 
11.7 
10.4 
300 
1000 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
1000 
300 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
300 
1000 
1500 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
L 
0 
T 
Joint 
proba- De-
bility• tant 
20. 1 
28.3 
0.8 
1.6 
0. 1 
0.8 
15.4 
0.8 
25.5 
1.0 
13.8 
22.8 
10.5 
10.6 
2.2 
16.2 
14.6 
27.6 
0.4 
8.3 
4.2 
1.4 
2.9 
2.6 
0.0 
35. 1 
9.2 
26.6 
27.6 
0. 1 
39.8 
1.0 
1.2 
2.3 
19.9 
1.0 
0.7 
27.4 
3.4 
16.7 
2 1.7 
14.6 
5.1 
1.5 
0.7 
16.9 
30.5 
6.6 
20.2 
11.2 
17.6 
11.3 
0.2 
0.1 
8.7 
I 1.7 
4. 1 
6.3 
0.7 
18.3 
1.1 
10.6 
6.3 
6 
7 
0 
2 
6 
I 
0 
coh 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
553 X 554 
Ph M coh 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
554 X 555 
Ph 
0.52 148 :!: 39 
n.s. 
M 
0.55 - 150 : 36 - I A 
0.47 - 70 : 46 
coh 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
555 X 553 
Ph 
0.47 14 : 46 
M 
0.63 - 110 :: 28 - JAB 
n.~. 
n. s. 
Geometrical angular separations 
553 X 554 554 X 555 555 X 553 
0.52 146 : 39 - 2 n.s. 
n.s. 
0.55 - 122 :!: 36 - lAB 107:!: 19.5 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s . 
n.s. 
0.45 -69 : 50 
n.s. 
0.68 - 3 1 : 25 -3A 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.54 - 173 :!: 37 -2B 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.50 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
96 : 42 - 2A 
0.59 - 145::32 - l A 
0.46 88: 48 - 2A 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.48 169 :!: 45 
0.49 - 12 : 44 
n.s.· 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.65 - 142 :!: 27 - I A 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.46 - 46 :!: 48 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n .'l. 
n.~. 
0.53 - 156:38 - lA 
0.47 - 146 :!: 47 - I A 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n .~. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.54 -145 :!: 37 - JAB 0.48 - 130 :!: 45 - lA n.s. 
0.53 - 173 :: 38 - IB n.s. 0.46 - 172 :!: 48 - 28 
n.s. n.s. 0.50 178 :!: 42 - 28 
n.s. 0.51 - 100: 41 - lAB 
0.54 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.48 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
156: 37 -7A 
54 : 45 
0.56 - 150 :!: 35 + 6B 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0,47 -59 : 47 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.52 
0.47 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
127 : 39 
114 : 46 
0.50 - 93 : 42 
n.s. 
0.6 1 106 : 30 - 6B 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.46 - 6 :!: 48 
0.54 - 144 "' 37 +68 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.50 
0.56 
0.48 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
7 1 :!: 42 +7A 
120 :!: 35 +7A 
109 : 45 + 7A 
0.45 - 49 : 50 
n.s. 
0.56 - 110::35 - 7A 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.64 - 1 :!: 28 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
: 3A, 
:t6A 
0.54 162 : 37 - 58 
0.46 - 128 :!: 48 
n.s. 
86.5 : 18.5 
145 : 32 
142 :; 27 
145 :!: 37 
125 :!: 5.3 
120 :!: 5 
118.6 :!: 5 
96 : 6 .2 
155 :!: 5.8 
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T ABLE 4. (Continued) 
Joint 553 X 554 554 X 555 555 X 553 Geomecrical angular separation:, 
Period Deplh Vari· proba· Oc· 
(h) (m) a nee bility• tant coh Ph M coh Ph M coh Ph M 553 X 554 554 X 555 555 X 553 
9.8 300 T 6.9 2 n.s. n.s. n.s. 120"' 8.3 
L 0.5 7 n.s. 0.58 - 120 "' 33 - lAB n.s. 
0 39.1 4 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
1000 T 1.0 2 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L 14.3 0 n.s. n.s. n. s. 
0 22.4 6 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
1500 T 4.2 3 n.s. n.s. 0.48 I :: 45 
8.3 300 T 32.8 4 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L 14.8 6 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
0 16.2 7 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
1000 T 2.1 4 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L 0.4 7 n.s. I 0.59 1 5~ "' 32 :!:2B n.s. 
0 34.6 . 4 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
1500 T 3.3 4 0.48 163 :!: 45 n.s. n.~. 
Weighted aventgcs 132 :!: 7.8 110 :!: 4.7 119.3 :!: 3.5 
* T = temperature, L = lo ngshore velocity, 0 = offshore velocity. 
infinity of possible mode numbers and we have 
chosen the lowest mode consistent with subinertial 
motions traveling clockwise, superine rtia l ones in 
either direction , and modal determinations showing 
some degree of uniformity. 
According to Hannon ( 1970) and Koopmans 
( 1974) , there is, in addit ion to the indicated phase 
e rrors which are bounded by :±: 90°, an additiona l 
~ 
102 
101 
10° 
102 
m' 
>.. 
':::: 10° iii 102 
~ 
1:> ~ 10 
10° 
102 
10 ' 
1000 
~~ ~ 
' 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 
FREQUENCY (cph) 
' ' 16 18 20 
F IG. 6. J oi nt probabilities that the cohere nce amplitudes 
between the three indica ted pairs a re a result o f random 
fluctuations . The true 95% level is a t a p robability of 7.8% . 
possibil ity of an error in both the s ign of the co-
spectrum and quadrature spectrum which increases 
in probability as the coherence decreases. We 
have chosen to use only the phase estimates that 
have coherence amplitudes in excess of the 99% 
confidence leve l and these are indicated by bold 
type on Tables 4 and 5. 
Even with the above restrict ion on the phase 
informa tion there is not total consis tency among 
the va rious mode number computat ions at each 
period. Subinertial frequenc ies tend to be of low 
mode (fi rs t or second), whereas supe rine rtia l fre-
quencies range to higher modes of both propaga-
tion senses . With some exceptions the A mode l 
ell ipt ic geometry seems favo red. 
Where some consis tency exists we have used the 
mode number and phases to compute angular sepa-
ra tions between moorings and these a re given as the 
last columns on Tables 4 and 5. T he weighted 
averages of these es timates (computed by a method 
given in Appendix A) are given at the bottom of the 
columns. Not surprisingly these averages fall some-
where be tween the mode ls A and B. 
d. Vertical cross spectra 
In Fig. 8 we show cohere nce amplitudes and 
phases for temperature between 700 and I 000 m 
on the near-field array. Note the s ignificant ly 
nonzero amplitudes especia lly in the subine rt ial 
band at those frequenc ies that have been identified 
with azimuthal modes and the tendency of the 
phases to be pegged a t oo or :±: 180°-a strong 
indication of vertical modal structure . 
Informa tion on vertical phases is summarized in 
Tables 7 and 8. In the far field we have estimated 
the lowest vertical mode number consistent with 
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TABLE 5. Coherence and phase infor mation for the longshore segment of the near-field arra y. See Table 4 caption for details. 
Period 
(h) 
405 
90.0 
54.0 
42.6 
26. 1 
18.4 
14.0 
Depth 
(m) 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
11 .7 Not significant 
10.5 
9.8 
8.3 
7.6 
7.5 
7.0 
400 
700 
1000 
400 
700 
1000 
Not significant 
Vari-
able 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
T 
T 
L 
0 
T 
Joint 
proba-
bility 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
4.8 
1.2 
1.9 
4.2 
6.4 
Octant 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
the observations through a comparison of the indi-
cated velocity and tempera ture nodal depths with 
those computed for flat-bottom baroclinic modes in 
an ocean of 4500 m de pth. T he fi rst fou r such 
635 X 634 
coh Ph 
0.69 
0.85 
n.s. 
0.44 
0.99 
0.59 
0.79 
0.76 
n.s. 
0.66 
0.52 
0.74 
0.81 
0.48 
0.61 
n .s . 
n.s. 
0.47 
n.s. 
0.63 
0.86 
0.89 
0.76 
n.s. 
0.61 
n.s . 
0 .40 
0.45 
n.s. 
0.54 
n.s . 
0.62 
n.s . 
n.s. 
0.47 
n.s. 
n.s. 
0.4 1 
n.s . 
n .s. 
0.47 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s . 
n.s. 
- 14 :t 20 
-8 :t I I 
-161 :t 42 
-I :t 2 
- 109:t26 
- 106 :t 14 
- 102 :t 16 
- IOO :t 22 
-1 12:t31 
- 81 :t 17 
-86 :t 14 
- 75 :t 37 
- 47 :t 25 
- I ll :t 38 
- 93 :t 24 
- 129 :t I I 
- 60 :t 9 
165 :t 16 
- 102 :t 26 
-27 :t 49 
- 126 :t 40 
-25 :t 31 
10 :t 25 
- 59 :t 38 
- 142 :t 47 
149 :t 38 
M 
-2A 
-2A 
-2A 
-2A 
-2A 
-2B 
- 2B 
- lAB, 
- 2AB 
- lAB 
- 2AB 
-2A 
-lA 
- 3A 
-2A, 
- 3B 
+7A 
- 7A 
-7A 
+6B 
- 4A 
Geometrical 
angular 
separation 
54 :t 13 
53 :t 7 
51 :t 8 
50 :t I I 
55.5 :t 19 
46.5 :t 12 
48 :t 4.5 
50 :t 5 
60 :t 5.5 
36.3 ± 8.0 
52.8 ± 9.5 
modes are shown in Fig. 9 for a Brunt-Yaisala 
profile taken from an average of 10 CTD stations 
surrounding the island in October-November 1975 
(Sanford and Hogg, 1977). Except for an indication 
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a 
f iG. 7. Near-field azimuthal coherence amplitude and phase for 
temperature at (a) 400 m , (b) 700 m and (c) 1000 m depth . 
of the second vertical mode at 45.0 h the rest of the 
subine rt ia l modes suggest the fundamental. Super-
ine rtia l modes a re mo re scatte red with mode num-
bers as high as 5 at 8.3 h. 
T he near-fie ld a rray is situate d in a region of strong 
bottom slope where it cannot be expected that the 
deep-wate r fl a t-bottom modes should concisely de-
scribe the vertical structu re although we shall give 
a rguments in the next section to support their use 
in the far field . For the subinertial bands we have 
e mpiricall y established a mode number through in-
spection of the indicated nodal positions in the 
temperature observations . At 26.1 h the re are no ob-
served nodes consistent wi th a fundamental mode. 
At both 45.0 and 54.0 h one node is ind icated and 
as this is deeper for 54.0 h we have called 54.0 h 
the second mode and 45 .0 h the third. At 90.0 h 
the re are two nodes and this is termed t he fo urth 
mode. At 405 h , the temperature phases are con-
sistent with the first mode description , but the 
velocity phases are not. The superinertial modes 
have been established by comparison. 
Not all the phases in Tables 7 and 8 are indis-
tinguishable from oo or ± 180°. Some of these non-
mode-like phases are undoubtedly caused by es-
timates lying on the fringes of their dis tributions 
but some may also be real. In the next section we 
s hal l show that at 26. I h the phases (azimuthal and 
vertical) are better explained by fll'O phase-locked 
modes . In addition, it must be recognized that pure 
azimuthal and vertical modes a rise only in separable 
--
<.:; 
"' ~ 
~ 
~ 
<l.. 
"' ~ 
~ 
::;: 
... 
~ 
fS ~ ~ 
--<:) 
"' ~
~ 
~ 
<l.. 
~ 
~ ~ 
... 
~ 
fS 
~ ~ 
\ 
634 X 635 
TEMPERATU RE 
700m 
0o~--~0~2~~0~.~-~~0~6~~0~8~~~~0~~~~2~~~ •• ~~~~76~~~~8~~20 
FREOUENCY (cph) 
b 
0 4 06 08 tO 12 14 16 18 20 
FREOUENCY {cph) 
c 
geometry - which, of course, Bermuda is not. We 
should, therefore, expect only an approximation of 
the separable modal structure. 
e. Radial cross spectra 
Fig. 10 shows coherence amplitude and phase of 
temperature at 1000 m between moorings 633 and 
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TABLE 6. Expected phase separations between mooring pairs .as a function of azimuthal mode number and elliptic model geometry. 
For counterclockwise motion the signs must be changed . 
Model A Model 8 
Azimuthal 
mode number 553 X 554 554 X 555 555 X 553 635 X 634 553 X 554 554 X 555 555 X 553 635 X 634 
I - 128° - 115° - 118 
2 104 130 124 
3 - 24 15 6 
4 - 152 - 100 - 112 
5 80 145 130 
6 - 48 30 12 
7 - 176 - 85 - 106 
634. Cohe rence a mplitude remains high over the 
3 km separation well into the inte rna l wave band 
a nd phase is nowhere distinguishable from zero. 
4. Island trapped Kelvin waves? 
a. Theory 
Conside ring wave motion in a homogeneous 
ocean a round a n is land modeled as a right cir-
cula r cylinder Longuet-Higgins (1969) found that 
comple te trapping only happens below the inertial 
frequency: this takes the form of Ke lvin waves 
propagating c lockwise in the Northern Hemisphere. 
At certain discrete freque ncies these waves have 
a n integra l number of wavelengths surrounding the 
island and travel round to return in phase lead-
ing to resonance. Wunsch ( 1972) conside red the 
corresponding baroclinic proble m and showed it 
to be essentia lly identical to the barotropic by 
defining an effective ocean depth which is related 
to the real depth , the vertical mode numbe r a nd 
the stratification. 
In the baroclinic s ituation the fluid pressure is 
given by (w < f) 
- 59.4 - 157" - 98° - 106 - 37.3 
- 119 46 164 148 - 74.6 
- 178 - I ll 66 42 - 112 
122 92 - 32 - 64 - 149 
63 - 65 - 130 - 170 173 
3 138 132 84 136 
-57 - 19 34 - 22 100 
the vertical modal equation then a nondimensiona l 
parameter e can be defined by 
E = (aA- 111 ) 2 , (9) 
the squa re of the ratio of the island radius to the 
Rossby deformation scale. For constant Brunt-
Vaisala frequency A., = m7Tf/N H and e = (af) 2/ 
ghe, where ghe = g'H/(m7T) 2 and he is the effective 
ocean depth. 
b. The dispersion relation 
Solutions to the dispersion rela tion (8) as a func-
tion of azimuthal mode num ber and E are shown in 
Fig. II. As was noted by Longuet-Higgins ( 1969) 
for suffic iently small is la nds only the fi rst azimuthal 
mode can exist as a ba rotropic trapped wave. In 
p(r ,8,z) = ll m(z) K,(kmr)e-iWO+wn, 
i; 
(4) ~ 
with 
k m2 = (I - w2ff2) A. ,,Z, (5) 
K,(k111 r) being a modified Bessel function and 
- =-A. -u z 6 a [f2um '(z)] ? • az N 2(z) 111 111 ( ), ( ) 
a 
- U 111 = 0 on z = 0 (top), - H (bottom), (7) 
az 
describing the vertical moda l structure . In order to 
satisfy the boundary condition of no normal velocity 
on the vertical island sides (r = a), 
(; )k111 K,'(k,IJ) = - (: )Kikma) , (8) 
~ 
~ 0.. 
.... 
~ 
~ ~ 
" ~ ~ ~ 
8 
634 
TEMPERATURE 
700 xiOOO m 
A II I 1.1 Ill I ~ Ill • I II II ~ I I I I h II I 
14 16 18 20 
which with (5)- (7) establishes the dispersion rela- Fto. 8. Vertical coherence amplitude and phase between 700 
tion. Treating A. 111 as a variable to be de termined from and 1000 m depth on 634 for temperatu re. 
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TABLE 7. Vertical coherence amplit udes (in parentheses) and phases for the far-field array 
at these periods satisfying the significance test. 
300 X 1000 1000 X 1500 Lowesl 
Period vertical mode 
(h ) Variable 553 554 555 553 554 555 number 
405 T n.s. (0.61) - 4 :!: 30 (0.72) 6 :!: 22 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L n.s. n.s. (0.52) 40 :!: 39 
0 (0.78) - 6 :!: 17 n.s. (0.63) - 9 :!: 28 
81 0 T n.s. (0.46) 2 :!: 48 n.s. (0.45) - 31 :!: 49 n.s. n.s. 
L n.s. n.s. n.s. 
0 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
54.0 T (0.5 1) - 4:!: 41 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n .~. 
L n.s. n.s. n.s. 
0 n.s. n.s. (0.45) - 88 :!: 50 
45.0 T n.s. (0.46) 50 :!: 48 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L n.s. (0.50) - 66 :!: 40 n.s. 
0 n.s. n.s. (0.45) 170:!: 50 
26. 1 T n.s. n.s. n.s. (0.50) - 45 :!: 42 (0.54) -79 :!: 37 (0.49) - 29 :!: 44 
L (0.61) 0:!: 30 (0.45) -48:!: 50 n.s. 
0 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
18.4 T n.s. n .~. n.s. n.lt. n.s. n.s. 
L (0.48) - 149 :!: 45 n.s. n.s. 
0 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
14.2 T n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L (0.50) - 120 :!: 42 n.s. n.s. 
0 (0.55) - 158 :!: 36 n.s. n.s. 
11.7 T n.s. (0.54) - 9 :!: 37 (0.50) 2 ::!: 42 O.lt. (0.631 - 10 :!: 28 n.s. 12 
L n.s. n.s. (0.46) - 119 :!: 48 
0 (0.5 1) 92:!: 40 n.s. n.s. 
10.4 T (0.50) - 127 :!: 42 n.~. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L n.s. n.s. n.s. 
0 (0.501 - 93 :!: 42 n.s. n.s. 
9.8 T n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. (0.60) 21 :!: 3 1 
L n.s. n.s. n.s. 
0 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
8.3 T (0.45) - 175 :!: 50 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
L O.lt. n.s. n.s. 
0 n.s. (0.50) - 136 :!: 42 (0.50) 149 ::: 42 
the ba roc linic case, however, not only is E la rger 
because h ,. ~ H but it also increases with increasing 
vertical mode number (e cc m 2). Even if the lowest 
ba roclinic mode can only exist as the lowest azi-
mutha l mode, the higher azimuthal modes may be 
present as higher vertical modes. 
Also shown on the frequency axis of Fig. II are 
the frequency ranges corresponding to the four sub-
inertial bands in Tables 4 and 5 (82 and 90 , and 45.0 
and 42 .6 be ing lumped together and 405 being ig-
nored). These bands are also indicated on the dis-
pe rsion curves, themselves, the appropriate azi-
mutha l curve being taken from Tables 4 and 5. 
For the Kelvin wave interpretation to be valid 
the values of e corresponding to the e mphasized 
portions of the curves on Fig. II should be dete r-
mined by the values of A111 for the appropria te 
vertical modes. Fig . 9 illustrates the fl at bottom 
baroclinic modes and in Table 9 a re listed the cor-
responding Rossby deformation sca les A111- 1 versus 
mode number m and the resul ting values of e112• 
The island rad ius a is taken to be the average of 
the major and minor axes of the ell ipse deter-
mined by interpreta tion A in Table 2 fa = ( 14 + 24)/ 
2 = 19 km] . T hese values of e112 are shown on Fig. 
II . T he first two vertical modes are close to the 
expected values but there is an increasing dis-
crepancy with mode number. 
Radia l decay scales become much smaller with 
inc reasing mode number, a graphic illustration of 
which is given in Fig. 12 where they are super-
imposed on two radial bathymetric profiles of the 
island. Clearly, the vertical coast model is not bad 
for the lowest mode but becomes increasingly poor 
fo r the higher modes . 
c. Slope effects 
T here is no general theory fo r wave trapping 
round islands in a stratified ocean over a, s loping 
bottom although some progress has been made along 
stra ight coasts, most notably through use of numeri-
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FIG. 9. Co mputed ba roclinic wave modes in a flat-bottomed ocean of 4500 m 
depth. Left profile is the · Brunt-Vaisala frequency, while the next four are 
horizontal velocity (solid) and vertica l ve locit y (dashed) normalized to have 
unit integrated va riance. 
cal models (e.g. , Wang and Mooers , 1976; Huth-
nance, 1978) . Huthnance does conclude that whe n 
the stratification is s trong, vertical motions will be 
inhibited and the t rapped motions can be considered 
to be Kelvin-like but distorted by the geometry . At 
the other extreme , motions will be more barotropic 
with the offshore modal structure· characteristic of 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
'1: 
~ 
~ ~ 
"' ~ 
t5 ~ 
8 
150 
- 100 
-150 
1.0 ,.J-.,!LJ,..li..._.J,.....L,..JL...-_JJ-,JL.L,-L,..I-~+-....,U.--,..L~ -~-........, 
.8 
.2 
o L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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FREQUENCY (cph) 
F IG. 10. Radial coherence amplitude and phase be tween 633 and 
634 at 1000 m depth for temperature. 
the so-called shelf waves studied by Mysak ( 1967) , 
Rhines ( 1969) and Longuet-Higgins (1970). 
We see no evidence of offshore moda l structure 
over the 3 km separation between 633 and 634 but 
strong support for vertical modes. As an aid to de-
scribing this vertica l structure, we have taken the 
values of E suggested for the empirical vertical 
modes from F ig . 9 a nd asked the question , ·' If these 
are simila r to flat-bottom mode s, to what bottom 
depth do they corre spond ?' ' 
The question can be answered easily through use 
of the WKB approximation to (6) and (7): 
m --dz U 111(z ) = N(z)112 COS[// lz N(z) ] 
where o f 
( 10) 
Am- 1117T - dz f _ [JH"' N(z) ]-1 
0 f 
( 11) 
is the value determined empirica lly a nd given in the 
second column of Table 9 and H , is determined 
by integrating N( z )(f with depth until (I I ) is satisfied. 
T he resulting bottom depths are given in the la st 
column of Table 9 and shown schematically in 
F ig. 12 along with the appropriate decay scale. 
As an a lternative to the flat-bottom assumption 
the bottom boundary condition on a sloping bound-
a ry can be written as 
iw h,. (f . ) 
-N. p z = , f ? - p - 1 wp ,. 
- w- - - r 
on 
z = -h(r) . (12) 
1368 
..... 
" <l 
0.2 
JO URNAL OF PHYSI C AL OCEANOGRAPHY 
26.1-HOURS ----....... "'""'< ~ 
81.0-90.0 
FLAT BOTTOM AT 4500 m 
FLAT BOTTOM AT tiOOm 
STEEP SLOPE AT IIOOm ~ ~~ 
0.1~------~--~--L-~~a_~~----~~~~~~~~-U-L~ 
.t .2 .5 2 5 10 
€1/2 
FI G. II . Continuous curves give dependence of wlf on e112 for Kelvin waves 
in a fl at-bottomed ocean for the azimutha l modes 1-4. Shown on the frequency 
ax is are the bands of observed wave mot ion which are transferred laterall y to 
the appropriate curve and then vertically to give corresponding values of 
e112 • Also shown are the values of e112 for vertical modes 1-4 dete rmined for three 
versions of the bottom boundary condition . 
V OLUME 10 
For w ~f and p ex F(r ,z)e-1" 8 thi s can be approxi-
ma ted by 
frequency baroclinic wave modes modified by s lop-
ing topography discussed by Rhines ( 1970) and 
Suarez ( 197 1). In Table 9 a nd F ig. II we show 
values of E 112 = aA.1, computed from (16): there is 
reasonable agreement with the empirical values at 
azimuthal modes 1- 3 but the fourth is unde r-
estima ted. 
w h,. 11 
-F.= ---- F on z = - h(r). (13) 
N~ • f r 
With the WKB approximation (10) the eigenvalue 
problem becomes 
I'm tany
111 
= _ nh,. N(- h) J- 11 N 
r w o f dz , ( 14) 
with 
J
- 11 N 
I'm= A~, 
0 
Jdz . ( 15) 
At h = 1000 m , h,. ""' - 0 .2, N(-h)lw""' 102 , r ""' 20 
km, and J011 N/fdz ""' 44 km . T he right-ha nd s ide of 
( 14) is muc h less tha n unity , y ielding I'm that are 
approximately integra l multiples of n /2 so tha t 
)\-' ""' 7T -- c.z . (2m - I) [J·-11 N(z)l ]-1 
Ill 2 - 0 f ( 16) 
T he press ure pe rturbation a nd offshore ve locity 
have nodes a t the bottom whe re the te mpera ture is 
a maximum. These modes are s imila r to the low-
Whatever the vertical structure that is established 
over the s loping region, it must be j o ined to a sum 
of flat-bottom modes whe re the s lope e nds. At sub-
inertial frequencies the lowest mode has the largest 
decay scale and we would expect that the fa r field 
will be dominated by low modes , cons istent with 
Table 7. At superine rt ial f requencies the fa r-field 
motions a re propagating, radiat ing waves and will 
retain a more complex vert ical structure, a lso con-
s iste nt with Table 7. 
5. Details of modal structure 
a . 405 hours 
T he observed motions at this period are some-
what of a puzzle. In the far field the ava ilable 
evidence is consistent with a first azimuthal , first 
TABLE 9. Offshore decay scale, values of e 112 for various models of the bottom slope, and estimated effective 
bottom depth versus vertical mode number M. 
E 11:! = a Am H esl 
Flat bottom 
Mode Decay scale Empirical Flat bottom Flat bottom Steep slope WKB 
Ill A - • 
"' 
(a A,..) H = 4500 m H = 1100 m H = 1100 m (m) 
I 32 km 0.6 0.6 1.2 0.6 > 4500 
2 9.5 2.0 1.44 2.4 1.8 1540 
3 5.4 3.5 1.88 3.3 3.0 1100 
4 2.7 7.0 2.52 4.7 4.2 740 
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vertical mode. However, the later near-field obser-
vations give zero phase s hift in the azimuth as 
well as the vertical indicating neither a fi rst 
azimuthal nor a first vertical (the velocity should 
have a node above 1700 m-see Table 8 and Fig. 
10). Of course, it is entirely plausible that trapped 
motions with this period e xisted during the ex-
posure of 553-555 but not 633-634 and the strong 
coherence observed during this later time was more 
a feature of the mesoscale continuum than island-
trapped motions . We also note that waves of this 
period and modal character do not fit on the Kel-
vin wave dispersion curves of Fig. 12 , suggesting 
topographic wave dynamics if they are trapped 
waves. 
It is also possible to interpret the earlier meas-
urements as a mesoscale wave field propagating 
to the west-southwest with a wavelength on the 
order of twice the separatio n distance between 554 
and 555 or - 200 km - not inconsistent with MODE 
results (Richman et a/. , 1977). The later observa-
tions should then have phase shifts of about -40° 
which is statistica lly distinguishable from the near-
zero values observed. 
b. 90.0 -81.0 hours 
We lump these periods fro m the far- and near-fie ld 
a rrays together as they a re at neighbo ring fre-
quency estimates which , beca use the spectra ha ve 
been hanned , are not inde pe ndent. Some shift in 
resonant frequencies could be expected through 
long-term changes in the Brunt-Vaisala frequency or 
Doppler-shifts from low-frequency currents. These 
changes will be most felt by the slower moving, 
higher azimuthal modes . 
Azimuthal phases in the fa r fie ld in this band a re 
not te rribl y consistent. However, the near-field 
results are very stable and indicate the second 
azimuthal mode . 
In Fig. 13a we show the amplitude and phases 
versus depth for each mooring in the near-field 
array . The temperature spectra have been scaled 
so that the y overlay in the 7-8 h frequency band-
an empirical estimation of the WKB scaling. The 
s hallower information on 634 has been transferred 
onto the plot for 633 where their profiles are co m-
pared with WKB vertical modes computed with 
f...111 from Table 9 and the surface boundary con-
dition. Considering the nonseparability of the geom-
etry this WKB approximation doe s surprisingly well 
and supports our identification of the fourth mode. 
c. 54.0 hours 
The azimuthal phase information a t this period is 
rather scattered with both first and second modes 
suggested . However, the vertical struc ture, illus-
trated in Fig. J3b, is indicative of the second 
0 
~ 2 
~ 
2: 
~ c:, 
3 
4 
634,635 553,554, 555 
r-----------~--~~====~-r---------- MOOE I 
sL----~-----L---~L----~---~ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
OFFSHORE DISTANCE (km) 
FtG. -12. Depth versus offshore distance along two lines radia t-
ing from Bermuda. Also shown are sketches of the mooring 
configurations and calculated effect ive bottom depths and off-
shore decay scales for the different vertical modes. 
vertical mode and for consistency with the disper-
sion curves of Fig . II we favor the first azimuthal 
mode. The vertical structure is not as c lear as that 
in the 81-90 hour bands as there are significant 
non-modal phase shifts between 400 and 700 m on 
moorings 634 and 635', both indicating that the 
sha llower depth lags the deeper by 60-80°. We are 
not sure what to make of this phase lag except to 
say that it could be a result of the nonseparable 
geometry. The WKB approximation to the vertical 
structure predicts a somewhat shallower zero cross-
ing than is o bserved. 
d. 45.0-42 .6 hours 
Once again these a re neighboring estimates and 
we have lumped them together. The second azi-
muthal mode is suggested by the near-field array 
but the fa r field da ta shows little consistency with 
modes 1- 3 a ll be ing indicated. 
The vertical structure is in reasonable agree-
ment with the WKB approximation, especially if one 
places a node in the II 00- 1400 m depth range where 
the coherence amplitude is insignificant at the 95% 
level. The phase bet ween 800 and 1700 m is - 129° 
± 42° (95% confidence) supporting the presence of 
a node in this de pth inte rval. 
e . 26.1 hours 
This is the o ne period at which the autospectral 
peaks are consistentl y significant and coherence am-
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the top of 633 a long with the normalized ve rtica l mode comput ed us ing values of e112 
obta ined from Fig. 12. All temperature a mplitudes (~olid dots) were normalized so that 
their spectra overlay in the 7-8 h band to remove effects of depth varying stratification. 
If the ~ame norma lization applies at all freque nc ies. a\ it should in the WKB approxima-
tion . tempera ture s hould be a sinusoid of varying wavelength but constant amplitude . No 
adjustme nts were made to longshore velocity (open c ircles). (a) 90 h. (b) 54 h. (c) 42.6 h 
a nd (d) 26.1 h. 
YOLU M E 10 
plitudes are large enough to indicate non-moda l 
vertical and azimuthal struc ture which we sha ll 
attempt to expla in. 
superposed on more highly resolved autospectra of 
longshore current and temperature . The 0 1 and P 1 
lines a re the strongest barotropic tides being ap-
prox ima te ly equal: however, the island response 
greatly favo rs the lo nger period Q 1, 0 1 range , 
strong evidence for a resonance in this frequency 
range . Further support for this conclu sion will be 
T he re are a number of diurnal tidal lines in the 
vic ini ty of 26. 1 h , the most important being Q, 
(26.87 h), 0 , (25 .8 h), P , (24.07 h) and K 1 (23.93 h). 
In F ig. 14 we show their expected cont ributions 
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given in Section 7 but it should also be noted that 
the first WKB flat-bottom mode does resonate very 
near this freq uency. 
Given the existence of a first azimuthal, first verti-
cal mode at 26. 1 h and a first azimuthal, second 
vertical mode at 54.0 h , the dispers ion curves in 
F ig. II predict a second azimuthal, second vertical 
mode at - 28 h , very close to the 26.1 h resonance 
point. T he azimuthal phase information shown on 
Fig. 13d and given in Table 5 is consistent with 
motions which are dominated by mode 2 at 400 and 
1000 m but by mode I at 700 m. One explana-
tion for the nonmodal vertica l phase is that the re 
are two correlated vertical modes-uncorrelated 
modes would give the usual oo or :±: 180° phase 
differences . 
With the temperature amplitudes and phases in 
Fig. 13d proj ected as vectors, T(zj ), on a complex 
phase plane we conside r the modal decomposition 
at each mooring 
T( zj ) = a1 T 1( zJ + a2 T2(zj ) + Ej · ( 17) 
Here a, and a2 are the vector amplitudes of the 
contributions of the first and second ve rtical modes 
whose amplitude versus depth distribution T ;(zi) we 
can estimate from the WKB approximation to the 
first mode and the observed structure at 54.0 h for 
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the second , each normalized by their amplitude at 
400 m. Ej is the error. Fitting each component of 
T;(zJ at each mooring in a least-squares sense 
according to ( 17) gives the results 
at 635: 
at 634: 
a 1 = (0.60, - 0.29) = 0.67e-;2 ·6~ 
a2 = (1.64, 0.14) = 1.65e;u• 
a, = (0.50, 0.59) = 0.77ei5'Y' 
(18) 
a2 = (- 0.17 , 0.20) = 0.74e ; 1 6~" . ( 19) 
In the circular island approximation the modal 
amplitudes should be constant-a fact supported by 
the resul ts for the first mode but less well for the 
second. Furthermore, a, - exp( - (0 + cJ>,)i] and 
a2 - ex p((20 + c/>2 )i], where 0 is the geometrical 
mooring position and c/>; the relative phases. There-
fore , the phase differences between moorings for 
mode I a re 
( - OG~~ + c/>,) - (-0635 + c/>,) 
and mode 2, 
(-206:!4 + cPz) - (- 20G:J:; + (/>z) 
Oua:-. - Ou3~ = + 76°. 
= 2(06a.; - 06:3·1) = + J6Q0 • 
These results are internally self consistent and 
reasonably c lose to the 50° expected angular 
separation. 
0 90 180 
ANGLE (DEGREES) 
FIG. 15. Azimuthal depe ndence of the normalized sum of the correlated first and second 
modes at 26.1 h. W indicates the location of Wunsch's ( 1972) work. 
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It is of interest to note that the 26. 1 h peak has 
not been previously ide ntified in near-Bermuda 
spectra, although it is very prominent in ours. 
T he published spectra are those of Wunsch ( 1972) 
a t 550 m depth computed from temperature obse r-
vations of Haurwitz et a/. ( 1959) at the location 
shown in Fig . I off the south west o f the island. 
Here there is no ev idence of such a peak. 
The coupled mode inte rpretation of ( 17) consists 
of two waves which constructively interfere over 
half the island circumference and destructive ly over 
the othe r half. Plotted as a function of azi muth 
we have the result shown in F ig. 15 with the 
locations of moorings 634 and 635 a nd Wunsch· s 
observations indicated. Above the depth of the node 
for the second verti cal mode the two modes destruc-
tively interfere in the region of Wunsch's work so 
as to produce little signal. Returning to the far-
field phases given in Table 4 we a lso note that 
they are cons istent with this in terpretation, mode 2 
being indicated at 10.00 m between moorings 555 
and 553 a long the southern coast. 
f. Superin ertial modes 
At freq uencie s greater than inertial wave mo-
t ions cann ot be trapped to the island (Longuet-
Higgins. 1967, 1969) although their leakage of e ne rgy 
can be exceedingly small (Longuet- Higgin s, 1967). 
At none of the superine rtial frequen cies identified 
in the previous section is the vertical o r azimuth al 
phase informat ion complete enough to allow presen-
tations comparable to those for these in the sub-
inertial band. Except to conclude that high-frequency 
trapped waves appear to exis t , with the apparent 
modal s tructure tabulated in Tables 4 , 5, 7 and 8, 
no further analysis is presented. 
6. Excitation 
Several mechanisms have been suggested for 
forcing is land trapped waves a nd maintaining them 
against diss ipation and radiation. Longuet-Higgins 
( 1967) shows that they can be forced by the 
scattering of incident waves or pulses. However, 
for inte rna l motions there are no free waves be-
tween the very slow baroclinic Rossby waves 
with periods of a year o r more and the interna l 
wave band. T here are long barotropic waves and 
nonlinea r , isolated events (e .g., eddies, Gulf Stream 
Rings) which could interact with the is land in such a 
way as to conve rt part of their energy into trapped 
waves. In the internal wave range there is a bunda nt 
deep sea inte rnal wave energy , more or less 
isotropically distributed , available for scattering 
into the leaky trapped modes. 
Wunsch ( 1972) discovered that the spectrum com-
puted over the winte r months conta ined more energy 
in the s ubine rtial band tha n one computed over 
summer months although e nergy in a peak at 18-
19 h was roughly constant. He suggested that 
weather, known to be more energetic in winter 
months, was forcing the low-frequency motions 
but that the higher frequenc ies re sulted from the 
scattering of internal waves . 
A final possibility , at least insofar as the 26. I h 
peak is concerned, is that the ocean is being 
forced a t or near a resonant point by the baro-
tropic tide , the diurnal constituents at 25.82 and 
26.87 h in particula r. 
F ig . 16 shows spectra computed over the first ha lf 
(winte r) and las t half (summer) of the temperature 
time series a t 700 m on 634. We have a s imila r 
result to W unsc h' s fo r the subine rtia l band. Energy 
is higher by an o rder of magnitude in th e winter 
months. No significant diffe rences a re seen in 
the su perinertial band but , on the o ther hand, we see 
no s ignificant peaks here e ither, contrary to 
Wunsch's results. Tidal forcing s hould be roughly 
cons tant and. therefore, can be ruled out. 
We have obtained through the National Weather 
Se rvice three hourly time series of sea level pres-
s ure and surface winds for Bermuda coincide nt 
with our moored records. In F ig. 17 we show the 
fu ll t ime series of the temperature on 635 at 700 m 
depth and the north compone nt of wind s tress. 
Also shown are both serie s band-pass fi ltered so a s 
to pass ene rgy between 24 and 27 h-the most 
pro mine nt peak on our record s . T he re is a clear 
correlation between periods of st rong wave motion 
a t 700 m depth a nd strong surface wind stress both 
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reaching their la rgest amplitudes during late fall and 
winter of 1977 and again in November of 1978 . 
Finally , shown in Fig. 18 are the cohe rence 
amplitude and phase between the no rth component 
of wind stress and temperature at 700 m depth. 
There is significantly nonzero cohe rence between 
the two variables in a broad band around 26 . 1 h , 
a band between 40 and 60 h and again from 75 h 
to 90 h- the four s ubinertial trapped wave bands . 
Inspection of the phase change with frequency 
shows a 180° change around 90 h , a furthe r 180° 
change just below 54 h and finally a 180° j ump 
cente red on 26.1 h-a convincing demonstra tion of 
resonant dynamical response of the ocean to at-
mosphe ric forc ing. 
If the 54 .0 and 42.6 h periods a re , indeed, sepa-
rate modes we might have expected the re to be an 
additiona l 180° phase change. However , th e modes 
change in both azimuthal and vertical mode number 
and , given a response bandwidth comparable to the 
separation between the two frequencies it is not 
c lear that there needs to be a 180° phase change. 
From the high-resolution spectra of Fig. 14 we can 
compute an approximate Q for the motio ns . The 
ratio of center frequency to peak ha lf-width is a t 
least 20 suggest ing that viscous decay is relatively 
unimportant. 
7. Conclusions 
Evidence from two moored arrays near Bermuda 
has been presented which conclusively shows the 
existence of baroclinic waves trapped near the 
island. A reasonable fit to the theoretical disper-
sion re la tion is obtained if one chooses a bottom 
depth which is some average of the actual vari-
able depth over the offshore trapping scale of the 
waves. Azimuthal modes I and 2 and vertical 
modes 1-4 a re observed. A strong spectral peak 
centered at 26.1 h is the fundamental and does not 
appear related to tida l ene rgy near this frequency. 
The s tructure at 26.1 h is actually best expla ined 
by both first azimuthal, first vertical and second 
azi muthal, second vertical modes which are corre-
la ted . Their interference pattern a lso expla ins 
the absence of a spectral peak in previous ob-
servations made on the opposite s ide of the island. 
Superinertial trapped modes a re also indicated a l-
though there are no s ignificant autospectral peaks 
above the inertia l frequency, except for the tides. 
Mode numbers are generall y higher, both in the 
azimuth and vertical and in the far and near field s. 
The signal to noise ratio is low, however, and we 
cannot describe these motions well except to have 
reasonable confidence that they exist. 
The subinertial motions are almost certainly 
forced by the local surface winds. There exists a 
good correlation between periods of intense winds 
and energetic temperature fluctuations at 700 m 
depth in a band centered on the fundamental mode. 
There a lso exists a s ignificant coherence amplitude 
between surface wind stress and temperature at 
700 m depth at each of the subinertia l resonant 
periods. This is a re markable occurrence in any 
event bu t the phase also cha nges through 180° at 
three of these periods-concl usive evidence for 
resonant forc ing. 
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APPENDIX 
Average Angular Separation 
Consider the problem of estima ting a mean 117 and 
standard error s from two processes x and y each of 
which has the same expected mean [£(117.r) = E(my) 
= m] but diffe rent standard error (s J. = su). T he 
extension to more than two variables is straightfor-
ward and our obj ective is to esti mate overa ll aver-
ages of the angula r separat io ns between moorings 
from a number of individ ua l esti mates which we 
believe to have a common mean but come from 
diffe rent reali zations with different signal-to-noise 
rat ios. We assume that the processes result from 
no rmal di stribution. 
The normalized variables 
x 1 - 117 y 1 - m X 1 = , Y1 = 
U y U y 
have zero expected mean and unit variance. If i is a 
dummy index ranging between I and the effective 
number of measurements N (i.e . , the number of 
degrees of freedom), then the pooled variable 
Z 1 = X 1, i = I, N 
= Y;-N, i = N + I , 2N 
also has zero mean and unit variance. Therefore, 
O = E(Z;) = _I [I (X; -: m ) + i (Y_1 ~-m)] 
2N i=J U m i= J U u 
= ~[ lrt x .- m + 
2 U x 
my_- m J 
U y 
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and 
m Cr ,/nx + Cr xm y 
Crx + Cry 
If x1 and y 1 are assumed independent, the variance 
about this mean is given by 
(J _ L X; + U x N 
y N I 
[ ( 
1 .Y 
(r2 = V(m) = E U x + Uu 
,. 
L Y; 
U ym .... + crJ..m Y 
U x + U y 
)'] 2 ( Cr,rCru ) 2 CrJ· + Cru 
The standard error will then be 
Cr S;r:Sy 
s 
V2N- 2 Sx + Sy 
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